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Alternating Modulation of Subthalamic Nucleus Beta Oscillations during Stepping
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Gait disturbances in Parkinson’s disease are commonly refractory to current treatment options and majorly impair patient’s quality of life. Auditory cues facilitate gait and prevent motor blocks. We investigated how neural dynamics in the human subthalamic nucleus of Parkinson’s disease patients (14 male, 2 female) vary during stepping and whether rhythmic auditory cues enhance the observed modulation. Oscillations in the beta band were suppressed after ipsilateral heel strikes, when the contralateral foot had to be raised, and reappeared after contralateral heel strikes, when the contralateral foot rested on the floor. The timing of this 20–30 Hz beta modulation was clearly distinct between the left and right subthalamic nucleus, and was alternating within each stepping cycle. This modulation was similar, whether stepping movements were made while sitting, standing, or during gait, confirming the utility of the stepping paradigm. During stepping in place, beta modulation increased with auditory cues that assisted patients in timing their steps more regularly. Our results suggest a link between the degree of power modulation within high beta frequency bands and stepping performance. These findings raise the possibility that alternating deep brain stimulation patterns may be superior to constant stimulation for improving parkinsonian gait.
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Significance Statement

Gait disturbances in Parkinson’s disease majorly reduce patients’ quality of life and are often refractory to current treatment options. We investigated how neural activity in the subthalamic nucleus of patients who received deep brain stimulation surgery covaries with the stepping cycle. 20–30 Hz beta activity was modulated relative to each step, alternating between the left and right STN. The stepping performance of patients improved when auditory cues were provided, which went along with enhanced beta modulation. This raises the possibility that alternating stimulation patterns may also enhance beta modulation and may be more beneficial for gait control than continuous stimulation, which needs to be tested in future studies.

Introduction

Gait disturbances are an early sign and prominent feature of Parkinson’s disease (Baltadjieva et al., 2006). In advanced stages many patients suffer from motor blocks (so-called freezing), festination, or balance problems (Ebersbach et al., 2013), which suggests that the basal ganglia contribute to the control of human
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gait. Gait disturbances are a major clinical challenge because they may be refractory to medication or deep brain stimulation (DBS) of basal ganglia targets, and drastically reduce patients’ quality of life (Heremans et al., 2013; Fasano et al., 2015). Continuous DBS at a fixed high frequency, the current standard, may at some point be replaced by temporally flexible stimulation strategies (Arlotti et al., 2016; Meidahl et al., 2017), which increases the importance of understanding the neuronal population dynamics associated with gait control. Past studies recording EEG or subthalamic nucleus (STN) local field potentials (LFPs) have shown abnormally exaggerated neuronal synchronization when gait deteriorates (Singh et al., 2013; Shine et al., 2014), but they have not disclosed how basal ganglia activity is modulated during gait. To demonstrate modulation within the gait cycle, neural activity must be recorded with sufficiently high temporal precision. Direct LFP recordings from the STN in patients who have undergone deep brain stimulation surgery to alleviate motor symptoms provide this necessary high temporal resolution, and have helped to establish features of STN activity that correlate with upper limb movements in the past (Anzak et al., 2012; Tan et al., 2016a). In particular, beta oscillations (over ~15–30 Hz) have been shown to be modulated during rhythmic movements of the contralateral upper limb with a beta trough during movement followed by a rebound between two consecutive movements (Androulidakis et al., 2008; Joundi et al., 2013).

Here we test the primary hypothesis that beta activity in the STN is also modulated during the stepping cycle. We sought to find out whether beta modulation is time-locked to the movement of the contralateral leg or synchronous in both STN. Because stepping involves coordinated and rhythmical movements of both lower limbs, we would expect beta modulation (relative power attenuation followed by a rebound) to alternate in an opposite manner between the two STN if it is locked to the contralateral step. EEG recordings during gait in healthy subjects also support this idea as beta oscillations from motor cortex seem to be modulated relative to the contralateral leg (Cheron et al., 2012; Bradford et al., 2016).

To assure patients’ safety and to reduce movement artifacts, we primarily recorded STN LFPs during visually-guided stepping in place while sitting (Fig. 1). We asked patients to synchronize their steps with the rhythm of a walking cartoon man displayed in a video. This provided us with a measurement of step-timing accuracy. Our primary aim was to determine whether stepping was accompanied by rhythmic modulation of beta activity in the STN, and as such patients were recorded on medication to approximate normal stepping control as best as possible. Volitional stepping while sitting and free walking differ in that the latter requires balance adjustments, postural control, and arguably less attentional demand compared with that required for consciously controlled alternating limb movements. To confirm that results from our core paradigm were generalizable across conditions and applicable to real gait, we additionally recorded three patients during sitting and standing, and three patients during free walking.

Auditory cues should improve stepping performance, such as stepping accuracy, considering that auditory cues improve gait impairments in patients with Parkinson’s disease (Hausdorff et al., 2007; Arias and Cudeiro, 2008, 2010; Mazilu et al., 2015). Auditory cues alone modulate sensorimotor beta oscillations even in the absence of movement (McIntosh et al., 1997; Iversen et al., 2009; Saleh et al., 2010; Fujioka et al., 2012, 2015) and the post-movement beta peak is more pronounced when feedback suggests that a movement was performed correctly (Tan et al., 2014, 2016b). Our second hypothesis was therefore that auditory cues would not only be associated with behavioral benefits in our paradigm, but also with enhanced beta modulation.

Figure 1. Schematic sequence of stepping in place and visual stimulus. A, After each heel strike, the contralateral leg was lifted. The shaded limb depicts the right leg and the unshaded one the left leg. B, One example picture from the video that dictated the stepping rhythm.
Task
In the stepping paradigm, patients were seated in a chair in front of a laptop and two pressure sensors were placed on the floor such that their feet could comfortably reach the plates (Stryker, USB 3FS-2 foot pedal or Biometrics ForcePlates). The laptop displayed a video of a walking cartoon man (see Fig. 1), which was looped after one walk cycle (i.e., 1 right and left step, separated by 1 s) such that the man was walking in place. Patients were instructed to step onto the leftmost and rightmost plate with their left and right foot, respectively, in synchrony with the footsteps of the man in the video while resting their arms on their lap. They were asked to synchronize their steps with the steps in the video as precisely as possible. The contralateral foot was lifted shortly after each heel strike, resulting in a brief period of double support, which also exists during normal footstep. After the recording was completed, patients filled in the questionnaire to assess the presence of preoperative gait problems (Giladi et al., 2000).

In the free-walking paradigm, the patients (from the Taiwan cohort) were asked to walk along a ~4 m straight line backward and forward at their own comfortable pace.

Recordings
A TMSI Porti amplifier (2048 Hz sampling rate, common average reference; TMS International) was used to record monopolar LFPs, the timing of the footsteps via the pressure sensors, the triggers for the heel strikes displayed in the video, and the accelerometer output (data available on request). The data recorded in Taiwan did not contain pressure sensor input or triggers for the video because no video was presented. The triaxial accelerometer used in Taiwan was a TMSI 3D accelerometer (TMS International).

The triggers were registered with a light-sensitive sensor attached to the top left corner of the presentation laptop. In the video underneath the light-sensitive sensor, a black square turned white for one frame (4.17 ms at a frame rate of 24 frames/s) with each right heel strike, and gray ([RGB = (179, 179, 179)]) with each left heel strike. This was completely covered by the sensor and thus not visible to the patients.

Data processing
All analyses were performed in MATLAB (v2016a, MathWorks; RRID: SCR_001622). The data were re-referenced off-line to obtain more spatially focal bipolar signals by subtracting the data from neighboring electrode contacts. If single channels were saturated or inactive, the remaining surrounding contacts were subtracted instead. This was the case for three octopolar electrodes (Boston Scientific, DB-2201 and DB-2202) of which 1 + 2 + 4 neighboring channels were flat. The triggers of the first two heel strikes and of the last one were deleted to exclude start and stop-related activity. Trials with movement artifacts were discarded following visual inspection and bipolar channels that were strongly contaminated with artifacts resulting from cable movement during stepping were excluded. Thus we included only bipolar combinations, where the SD of the 1 Hz high-pass and 40 Hz low-pass filtered event-related potential (~0.5/1.5 s locked to the stepping movement) did not exceed 1.5 μV (the average SD of the included channels was 0.40 ± 0.31 μV). This way, impact-related artifacts that were locked to the movement were excluded; however, some channels were strongly contaminated by broadband

Table 1. Clinical details of all patients included

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Age, years/sex/dominant hand</th>
<th>UPDRS-III OFF/ON levodopa dose, mg/d</th>
<th>Disease duration, years</th>
<th>Main symptom</th>
<th>DBS lead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>62/M/R</td>
<td>27/4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>FOG</td>
<td>955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>60/M/R</td>
<td>52/30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>FOG</td>
<td>1282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3*</td>
<td>59/M/R</td>
<td>53/18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Tremor, bradykinesia, dyskinesia</td>
<td>1195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4*</td>
<td>64/F/R</td>
<td>66/36</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Rigidity, tremor, FOG</td>
<td>1628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5*</td>
<td>59/M/R</td>
<td>36/8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Fluctuations, tremor</td>
<td>1062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6*</td>
<td>56/M/L</td>
<td>42/26</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Fluctuations, dyskinesia</td>
<td>1365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7*</td>
<td>62/M/R</td>
<td>59/15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Tremor, rigidity, dyskinesia, mild FOG</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8*</td>
<td>71/M/R</td>
<td>36/18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Tremor, FOG</td>
<td>785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9*</td>
<td>61/M/R</td>
<td>33/11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Rigidity</td>
<td>1293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10*</td>
<td>57/M/R</td>
<td>49/18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Tremor, FOG</td>
<td>1881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11+</td>
<td>59/M/R</td>
<td>28/8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Tremor, mild FOG</td>
<td>1010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12+</td>
<td>59/M/R</td>
<td>23/6</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Fluctuations, mild FOG</td>
<td>1658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13+</td>
<td>65/M/R</td>
<td>16/8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Tremor</td>
<td>1434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14FW</td>
<td>69/F/R</td>
<td>49/8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Tremor, fluctuations and FOG</td>
<td>1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15FW</td>
<td>64/M/R</td>
<td>44/7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Bradykinesia, fluctuations and gait</td>
<td>2391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16FW</td>
<td>68/M/R</td>
<td>33/22</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Bradykinesia, Rigidity and FOG</td>
<td>1830</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Recorded in both the soundOff and soundOn conditions during sitting; +, recorded during stepping while standing (soundOff only); FW, recorded during free walking in Taiwan; Dom hand, dominant hand; R, right; L, left; UPDRS-III, Unified Parkinson’s disease rating scale part III. SD of the included channels was 0.40 ± 0.31 μV. This way, impact-related artifacts that were locked to the movement were excluded; however, some channels were strongly contaminated by broadband
artifacts that were not precisely locked to the movement and were thus not visible in the event-related potential. To classify impact-related broadband artifacts we examined the time-frequency decomposed signal (using the same parameters as described in the section “Time-frequency decomposition”) and removed those bipolar channels in which a broadband power peak was observed within a 0.2 s window in frequencies up to 25 Hz. This resulted in an average of six bipolar channels that were included per patient.

Activity for each STN was computed by averaging across all bipolar channels of the electrode to avoid any channel selection bias in the sitting condition. This is a conservative approach as not all contact pairs are likely to have been in the STN. Our results would remain the same when only the contact pairs with the highest 20–30 Hz modulation were chosen. Sixty-eight percent of all bipolar contacts with the highest beta modulation from each lead included at least one contact used for therapeutic stimulation and 90% included at least one of the therapeutic contacts or one that is directly adjacent. Inspection of the postoperative CT or MR scans confirmed that for 91% of these bipolar contacts at least one of the two contacts was consistent with location in the STN. For the average spectra and the statistics in the standing and free walking condition, we included only the channels with the highest 20–30 Hz stimulation to increase statistical power, given the small sample size.

Behavioral analyses

The two main behavioral variables of interest were step-to-cue difference and step interval durations. Step-to-cue differences denote the difference between each real step and the closest corresponding heel strike displayed in the video (Fig. 2A). Step interval durations denote the length of the interval between the current and the consecutive (contralateral) step registered by the foot pedal. If patients found it hard to step on time with the cue, it resulted in a larger variability of step-to-cue differences, which could be negative and positive and could thus nevertheless result in an average step-to-cue difference close to zero. To quantify step timing variability, we thus computed the median absolute deviation of all step-to-cue differences, which is a robust measure of variability (Williams, 2011). We also computed the median absolute deviation of all step interval durations, which we will call step interval variability.

Step-to-cue differences longer than 1 s and step interval durations longer than 2 s were discarded as outliers [mean number of outliers = 10 ± 9.9 (SD)]. This resulted in an average number of 51 ± 30 left and 49 ± 30 right steps in the soundOff condition and 44 ± 20 left and 43 ± 17 right steps in the soundOn condition. Then the median of the remaining step-to-cue differences and step interval durations was computed. One patient started with the wrong foot and was stepping with the opposite foot to the one shown in the video in some runs. Those steps were excluded for the correlation analyses as these step-to-cue differences could arbitrarily be interpreted as close to −1 or 1.

Time-frequency decomposition

The data were downsampled to 1000 Hz and high-pass filtered (1 Hz cutoff, Butterworth filter, filter order = 6, passed forward and backward) before applying continuous Morlet wavelet transforms using the fieldtrip-function ft_freqanalysis (RRID:SCR_004849; Oostenveld et al., 2011). The wavelets were set to span 6 cycles for frequencies between 5 and 45 Hz and to span 12 cycles for frequencies between 55 and 90 Hz. The resulting time-frequency decomposition was downsampled to 200 Hz and smoothed by averaging within a 0.2 s sliding window to reduce noise in the data, which aids in performing cluster-based permutation statistics. Relative power was obtained for each subject and frequency by normalizing the absolute power by its average across time for each channel: (power − average power)/average power × 100.

To compare the degree of the left-right alternating modulation difference between the low- and high-beta band, we quantified this as median squared power difference between the relative power from the right and left STN [median (\text{power}_{riSTN} − \text{power}_{leSTN})^2].

Statistics

Behavioral variables or relative power changes are reported as mean ± SD. For the soundOn versus soundOff comparison, the data from both STN aligned to the contralateral heel strike were averaged to avoid over-inflation of the sample size. This resulted in a sample size of 10 subjects for these comparisons. Multiple-comparison correction for power across multiple time and frequency bins was performed by using a cluster-based permutation correction approach (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007): the condition labels of the original samples were randomly permuted 2000 times such that each data pair was maintained but its order of subtraction might change to create a null-hypothesis distribution. If relative power was tested for significant differences from zero, then the sign changed from “+ relative power” to “− relative power” if a data point was permuted. Suprathreshold clusters (pre-cluster threshold: \( p < 0.05 \)) were obtained for the original unpermutated data and for each permutation sample by computing the z-scores relative to the permutation distribution. If the sum of the z-scores within the original suprathreshold-clusters exceeded the 95th percentile of the 2000 largest sums of z-scores from the permutation distribution, it was considered statistically significant.

Data for pairwise comparisons were first subjected to Lilliefors tests to assess normality, and then to two-tailed t tests (if normality was given) or to Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (if the normality assumption was violated). Differences were considered significant if \( p < 0.05 \) and the corresponding test-statistics and exact \( p \) values are reported. Effect sizes are reported as Hedges \( g \) and its 95% bootstrapped CIs, which were estimated with the MATLAB Measures of Effect Size Toolbox (Hentschke and Stu¨ttgen, 2011). To control for multiple comparisons of several beta burst properties, the false discovery rate correction procedure was performed (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).

Correlation analyses

Correlations were computed as Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients using the Spearman function from the Robust correlation toolbox, which also provides bootstrapped confidence intervals (Pernet et al., 2013). Spearman’s \( r \) is less affected by outliers than Pearson’s \( r \) because it is based on the rank-transformed data. The latter can only be correctly computed based on the assumption that outliers are absent, which could

Figure 2. A. Example of the timings of the heel strikes (triangles) relative to the cues (rectangles) presented in the video of one participant (P5; red, right heel strike; blue, left heel strike). We call the difference between rectangles and the corresponding heel strike step-to-cue difference and the variability of these differences step timing variability. When the sound was off (top row), heel strikes were less rhythmic and less well synchronized with the video than when it was on (bottom row), which was expressed as a larger step timing variability. B. Correlation between step timing variability and the FOG-Q scores. Correlations with the behavioral data from the soundOn condition are to the left (\( n = 9 \)) and correlations with the data from the soundOff condition are to the right (\( n = 13 \)). The titles show Spearman’s \( r \) with the 95% bootstrapped CIs. The line denotes the robust linear regression fit with 95% CIs.
val duration was 0.99 ± 0.03 s confirming that patients successfully matched their step intervals to the 1 s interval in the video.

When the sound was provided, a significant reduction in step timing variability relative to the soundOff condition was observed [soundOff = 0.13 ± 0.11 s, soundOn = 0.06 ± 0.02 s, Wilcoxon signed rank test (n = 9); p = 0.020, Hedges g = 0.85 (0.54, 1.85)]. We found no significant difference in step-to-cue differences [soundOff = −0.10 ± 0.09 s, soundOn = −0.13 ± 0.09 s, t(9) = 1.0, p = 0.331, Hedges g = 0.29 (−0.27, 0.91)], step interval durations [soundOff = 0.97 ± 0.08 s, soundOn = 1.0 ± 0.01 s, Wilcoxon signed rank test (n = 9); p = 0.125, Hedges g = 0.57 (0.23, 1.26)] or step interval variability (soundOff = 0.09 ± 0.05 s, soundOn = 0.07 ± 0.04 s, t(8) = 1.5, p = 0.171, Hedges g = 0.50 (−0.07, 1.47)]. Note that, though the 95% CIs of the effect size for the step interval duration comparison did not include zero, which indicates that step intervals were slightly longer when the sound was provided.

To synchronize with the heel strikes in the video separated by 1 s intervals, the timing of the next step had to be delayed if the current step was very early and it had to be advanced if the current step was late. Hence, step interval duration should be negatively correlated with the preceding step-to-cue difference. t Tests on the Fisher’s z-transformed correlations of each subject showed that this was the case for both conditions (soundOff: p = −0.35 ± 0.23, t(9) = −4.9, p = 0.001; soundOn: p = −0.65 ± 0.19, t(8) = −7.51, p < 0.001). Note that this correlation was stronger for the soundOn condition even though the variability of both variables was higher when no sound was provided. This indicates that auditory feedback facilitated step interval adjustments as evidenced by a stronger relationship between step-to-cue differences and the duration of the subsequent step interval.

Patients’ self-reports suggested that they were successful in thinking of something unrelated to walking in the control condition, as the question “How well were you able to think of something unrelated to walking in the control condition?” resulted in 7.7 ± 1.8 points of 10 (corresponding to “Very well”).

Correlation between task performance and gait questionnaire
We also examined whether step timing variability, the only performance measure that improved significantly with the sound, was worse in patients with more severe preoperative gait problems. Severity of gait problems was assessed with the freezing of gait questionnaire (FOG-Q; Giladi et al., 2000). The FOG-Q scores correlated with the step timing variability in the soundOn condition [Fig. 2B, left; p = 0.85 (0.41, 1.00), p = 0.004]. These clinical correlates of step timing variability support the use of the latter measure as a surrogate index relevant to gait performance in our paradigm. Only a weak trend was seen in the same direction in the soundOff condition [Fig. 2B, right; p = 0.44 (−0.27, 0.93), p = 0.137].
Power modulation
Beta power was significantly modulated during stepping in place in both STN (Fig. 3; data averaged across the soundOn and soundOff conditions) with strong decreases at the time of the heel strikes when the opposite leg was lifted. Beta power was highest after the contralateral heel strike when the contralateral foot rested on the ground as shown by the red power increase in Figure 3. Note that the data of the left STN is aligned to the right heel strike, whereas the data of the right STN is aligned to the left heel strike, so that beta power in the two STN was modulated in an opposite manner (Fig. 4). Figure 3 also raises the possibility that gamma activity was modulated opposite to beta activity within each STN. However, cluster analysis failed to identify significant clusters in the gamma band and so changes in this frequency band were not considered further.

The step-specific modulation was particularly pronounced in the high-beta band (20–30 Hz) and less so in the low-beta band (12–20 Hz; Fig. 4). The degree of the left/right-alternating modulation difference was significantly higher in the high-beta band compared with the low-beta band during stepping in place [Wilcoxon signed rank test, \( n = 13 \), \( p = 0.021 \), Hedges’ \( g = 0.60 \) (0.28, 1.07)], but not during video watching without movement [Wilcoxon signed rank test, \( n = 13 \), \( p = 0.733 \), Hedges’ \( g = -0.35 \) (−0.87, 0.26)].

Power modulation during stepping while standing resembles that during stepping while sitting
To confirm that the step-related activity we observed during stepping could be used to infer stepping activity when erect, we sought correspondence between stepping during sitting and standing in a small test cohort (6 STN; Fig. 5A, B). The 20–30 Hz modulation during standing and stepping on the spot also was significant \( [t(9) = 3.0, p = 0.030, \text{Hedges’ } g = 2.23 \) (1.68, 4.32)]. Modulation during stepping while standing correlated perfectly with that while sitting \( p = 1.00 \) \( p < 0.001 \) in the 6 STN; Fig. 5D). Figure 5C shows the time-frequency spectra in both conditions for a direct visual comparison from one example patient.

Power modulation during free walking resembles that during stepping
Stepping in place while sitting is a task that all patients could accomplish and that avoids any risk of falling. However, to further corroborate the value of inferences made from data recorded during stepping while sitting we checked to see whether similar patterns of beta modulation were evident in a small selected cohort of patients during gait. Note, though, that these patients were tested off medication. Their step intervals during free walking were shorter (average step interval duration 0.61 ± 0.01 s) compared with the 1 s interval during cued stepping but not more variable (step interval variability 0.05 ± 0.01). On average 45 ± 16.5 steps were included after heel strikes were detected according to peaks in the \( y \)-axis (up-down) of the accelerometer recordings. Every other step was chosen in each sequence of consecutive steps, and the uniformity of unilateral heel strike was confirmed by examination of the signal in the \( z \)-axis of the accelerometer which captured left-right movement (Fig. 6A).

The average time-frequency spectra of the six STN recorded from three patients exhibited very similar modulation (Fig. 6B) to the spectra during stepping while sitting or standing in Figure 5A.

Modulation increased with auditory cueing
Having confirmed the face validity of the data recorded during sitting, we tested whether beta modulation was stronger when the metronome was provided during stepping in place while sitting. Power modulation was computed for each condition as the difference between the maximum and minimum within 0–1 s and −0.5–0.5 s, respectively, so as to extract the peak and trough relative to the contralateral heel strike (Fig. 4). Beta modulation was significantly higher in the soundOn condition between 28 and 30 Hz. This modulation difference was driven by increased 28–30 Hz beta synchronization when the contralateral foot was resting on the ground [Fig. 7A; \( \text{diff} = 2.5\%, t(8) = 3.05, p = 0.016 \), Hedges’ \( g = 0.30 \) (0.13, 0.68)], whereas the difference at the time of the trough was not significant \( \text{diff} = -0.7\%, t(8) = -0.64, p = 0.542 \), Hedges’ \( g = -0.12 \) (−0.83, 0.20)].

Auditory cueing-related differences in beta burst properties
The observed increased power peak in the soundOn condition may be due to a consistently increased amplitude of beta oscillations when the contralateral foot was resting on the ground or alternatively due to an increased occurrence rate of enhanced beta periods or bursts in some trials (which would also be expressed as higher amplitude in the average). The probability of 28–30 Hz beta bursts to occur was significantly higher in the soundOn condition (Fig. 7B). The median burst amplitude and burst duration did not differ significantly, indicating that the shape of the beta burst profile was not consistently different in the two conditions (burst amplitude: soundOn = 0.35, soundOff = 0.35, Wilcoxon signed rank test \( n = 9 \), \( p = 0.570 \); burst duration: soundOn = 265 ms, soundOff = 255 ms, \( t(8) = 0.5, p = 0.169 \).)

Within-subject correlations between power and behavior
To test whether beta modulation relates to the interval between two consecutive steps, we computed within-subjects correlations between trialsex (i.e., for each step) beta power and the step interval duration. We tested whether the Fisher’s z-transformed
correlations were significantly different from zero at the group level, separately in the soundOff and soundOn condition (Fig. 7C, left and right columns). The positive correlations (encircled green blobs) show that 20–30 Hz beta power was higher when the interval between the two steps was longer (see also the line plots below that depict the power average of the 50% longest and shortest interval durations in green and gray, respectively). If the contralateral heel strike preceded the current one (at time $H_{11022}$), then the beta rebound occurred earlier in both conditions. Interestingly, in the soundOn condition the beta rebound was not only higher when an interval was longer but it also decreased faster before the ipsilateral heel strike. No significant clusters were found when correlations with step-to-cue offsets were performed.

**Discussion**

We found that during stepping in place, whether while sitting or standing, beta oscillations are modulated relative to the contralateral foot step cycle in the left and right STN in Parkinson’s patients on levodopa. Importantly, beta band modulation was also observed between the STN during free walking in patients off levodopa, supporting the generalizability of our results to real gait and across drug states. Our results are in line with reports that STN beta power is modulated during repetitive tapping (Androulidakis et al., 2008; Joundi et al., 2013) and single limb movements (for review, see Brown, 2007), when beta also decreases and then rebounds, particularly for contralateral movements. However, these last reports bring in to question whether the rhythmic pattern of beta modulation observed here merely relates to the concatenation of the modulation seen with single limb movements, which would still be seen as conserved across different stepping-related paradigms. We do not argue against this possibility but rather point to some observations that might suggest that this core pattern is modified so that it becomes particularly functionally relevant in repetitive stepping. Rhythmic auditory cues, which can alleviate gait disturbances (Hausdorff et al., 2007; Arias and Cudeiro, 2008, 2010; Mazilu et al., 2015), assisted patients in reducing step timing variability and promoted power modulation in the beta band selectively. More precisely, when auditory cues were provided, the likelihood of beta bursts was increased after the contralateral heel strike. In addition, studies of single or repetitive upper limb movements report homogenous power changes over a broad beta band covering 13–30 Hz (Tan et al., 2013), whereas we found step-specific modulation to be most pronounced between 20 and 35 Hz during lower limb stepping movements.

**Is step-related modulation of high-beta oscillations primarily physiological?**

We recorded from patients with Parkinson’s disease, and as such the modulation of high-beta frequencies might be pathological rather than primarily physiological although we did not specifically investigate differences in beta modulation related to symp-
tom severity across subjects. The latter necessitates larger sample sizes than in this study.

However, there are reasons for thinking that the modulation patterns shown here may reflect broadly similar modulation patterns in healthy subjects. First, patients performed the main stepping while sitting task on dopaminergic medication to minimize pathological activity linked to low levels of dopamine (Weinberger et al., 2006). Second, modulation patterns resembled those recorded with EEG electrodes over motor cortex in healthy subjects (Cheron et al., 2012; Seeber et al., 2014, 2015; Storzer et al., 2016). Within the somatotopic arrangement of the motor and premotor cortex, lower limbs are represented mesially (Godschalk et al., 1995) and coherence between these mesial cortical regions and the STN is particularly strong in the high beta band (Fogelson et al., 2006; Hirschmann et al., 2011; Litvak et al., 2011; Oswal et al., 2016), which supports the idea of a physiological role. Third, in hemiparkinsonian rats, dopaminergic lesions result in a specific increase of 25–40 Hz beta power during walking in the substantia nigra pars reticulata, which receives input from the STN (Avila et al., 2010). This activity is modulated relative to the contralateral paw movement similar as shown here (Brazhnik et al., 2014; Delaville et al., 2015).

**Does the degree of step-related modulation of high-beta oscillations relate to performance?**

Within-subject correlations showed that the timing of the beta rebound was locked to the contralateral heel strike. Interestingly, in the soundOn condition the beta rebound was not only higher when an interval was longer but it also decreased faster before the ipsilateral heel strike. Immediately after each ipsilateral heel strike the contralateral foot is lifted. This faster beta decrease may thus support faster lifting of the contralateral foot, which may help to shorten the next interval to keep up with the rhythm. The increased modulation of beta power during long intervals may thus be an important contributor to the improved synchronization performance when auditory cues were provided. This resembles the increase in movement-related modulation of beta activity that can be observed after intake of antiparkinsonian medication, which generally enables patients to move faster (Doyle et al., 2005; Androulidakis et al., 2007).

The possible significance of step-cycle-locked modulation of high-beta oscillations is heightened by the fact that those patients, who found it harder to synchronize their steps to the rhythm when auditory cues were provided, tended to have more severe clinical gait impairments, in line with past findings (Plotnik and Hausdorff, 2008; Gilat et al., 2013). The absence of a similarly clear relationship in the soundOff condition can be attributed to the fact that some patients showed high behavioral variability although they did not score highly on the FOG-Q. This may be related to a general impairment in rhythm perception that could be unrelated to gait impairments and may be particularly severe in the absence of the metronome when the rhythm had to be extracted from the video alone.

Just as auditory cues can improve gait (Hausdorff et al., 2007; Arias and Cudeiro, 2008, 2010; Mazilu et al., 2015), we found that they improved patients’ ability to match their steps to the heel strikes in the video, which was associated with an increased contralateral post-movement rebound in the upper beta frequency band. This average increase predominantly originated from an increased likelihood of individual beta bursts rather than a consistent increase in the degree of synchronization (i.e., amplitude) across all trials. It should...
be noted, though, that the peak amplitude of bursts may vary if different windows of interest had been chosen.

What is the nature of the relationship between step-related modulation of high-beta oscillations and performance?

In patients suffering from freezing of gait, enhanced beta band synchronization was reported as a prominent feature both at rest (Toledo et al., 2014), and before and during freezing episodes (Singh et al., 2013; Shine et al., 2014; Scholten et al., 2016; Storzer et al., 2017). Exaggerated beta activity and lack of dynamic modulation have been proposed to restrict local processing through rate coding and the dynamic configuration of neural assemblies on a finer spatiotemporal scale (Brittain and Brown, 2014). One hypothesis originating from the present results is that lack of dynamic modulation may also compromise local basal ganglia processing related to gait control.

Although we recorded from subthalamic electrodes, neurodegeneration in Parkinson’s is not limited to the basal ganglia but also affects the pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN), other brainstem regions and cortico-subcortical processing (Alexander, 2004). Gait dysfunction could thus result from pathological changes outside the basal ganglia. The PPN as part of the mesencephalic locomotor region may be a key contributor to our observations. It has direct reciprocal connections to the STN as well as other basal ganglia nuclei, electrical stimulation elicits locomotion, and its neurons respond to auditory inputs with short latencies even in decerebrate animals (Reese et al., 1995; Mena-Segovia et al., 2004).

Study limitations

Two more general caveats should also be highlighted. First, ours was a correlative study and so we cannot distinguish whether beta

Figure 7. Beta bursts after contralateral heel strikes (at time = 0 s) were more likely when auditory cues were provided. A, Power modulation [max-min(power)] was significantly higher between 28 and 30 Hz during stepping with the metronome compared with stepping without the sound and this difference was mainly driven by an increased beta power peak after the contralateral step (n = 9 patients; t(8) = 3.05, p = 0.016). B, 28–30 Hz beta bursts (defined as exceeding the 75th percentile of the amplitude) were more likely to occur when the sound was on. This probability mirrors the power average to the left. C, Correlations between STN power and step interval duration. Fisher’s z-transformed Spearman correlations were computed between power and the behavioral variable step interval duration between the ipsilateral step at 0 and the preceding step. Encircled green clusters show that when the interval between the two steps was longer, beta power was higher. The same relationship is shown in the power average below (median split data; green, longest intervals; black, shortest intervals). The x denotes the average time of the 50% of all contralateral heel strikes with the longest intervals in green and the shortest intervals (i.e., occurring closer to the step at 0 s) in black.
modulation is involved in the feedforward control of stepping; for example, by contributing to the estimation of interval timing as reported before (Kononowicz and van Rijn, 2015), or more indirectly involved, as a response to stepping-related sensory aff erance or feedback-related error processing. The latter may have contributed to the observed association between better performance when the sound was present and higher modulation, as previous studies have shown that post-movement beta oscillations are more pronounced after correct versus erroneous movements (Tan et al., 2014, 2016b). Another possibility is that the reduced likelihood of post-movement beta oscillations in the sound-off condition was due to increased cognitive load (Fischer et al., 2016) when patients had to extract the heel strike timing solely from the visual information and struggled to stay on time.

Second, we should acknowledge that the DBS electrodes in our study may have also captured activity from surrounding structures given the small size of the STN, although the out-of-phase beta power dynamics between the two STN place an upper bound on the possibility of volume conduction. Moreover, LFP recordings could potentially also have been affected by microlesions caused by the electrode insertion procedure.

A further limitation of this study is that we recorded the auditory cuing condition only during stepping in place while sitting but not during unrestrained walking. However, the alternating pattern of modulation was very similar during unrestrained walking and freezing episodes can also be observed during stepping in place (Nantel et al., 2011) although no distinct freezing episodes were observed in our stepping task. Note that stepping on a foot pedal has also been used as a task for fMRI studies to investigate stepping. Entrainment of motor cortical beta to auditory cues has the same way as auditory cues seemed to redistribute beta bursts during alternating DBS more than from continuous, uniform stimulation may potentially benefit from temporally patterned left-right alternating DBS patterns or feedback-related error processing. The latter may have distinguished between uphill and level walking in humans, J Neurophysiol 115: 958–966. CrossRef Medline
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